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Purpose: One of the main challenges in lung cancer radiation therapy is how to reduce the treat-
ment margin but accommodate the geometric uncertainty of moving tumor. 4D-CT is able to pro-
vide the full range of motion information for the lung and tumor. However, accurate estimation of
lung motion with respect to the respiratory phase is difficult due to various challenges in image
registration, e.g., motion artifacts and large interslice thickness in 4D-CT. Meanwhile, the tempo-
ral coherence across respiration phases is usually not guaranteed in the conventional registration
methods which consider each phase image in 4D-CT independently. To address these challenges,
the authors present a unified approach to estimate the respiratory lung motion with two iterative
steps.
Methods: First, the authors propose a novel spatiotemporal registration algorithm to align all phase
images of 4D-CT (in low-resolution) to a high-resolution group-mean image in the common space.
The temporal coherence of registration is maintained by a set of temporal fibers that delineate tem-
poral correspondences across different respiratory phases. Second, a super-resolution technique is
utilized to build the high-resolution group-mean image with more anatomical details than any indi-
vidual phase image, thus largely alleviating the registration uncertainty especially in correspondence
detection. In particular, the authors use the concept of sparse representation to keep the group-mean
image as sharp as possible.
Results: The performance of our 4D motion estimation method has been extensively evaluated on
both the simulated datasets and real lung 4D-CT datasets. In all experiments, our method achieves
more accurate and consistent results in lung motion estimation than all other state-of-the-art ap-
proaches under comparison.
Conclusions: The authors have proposed a novel spatiotemporal registration method to estimate the
lung motion in 4D-CT. Promising results have been obtained, which indicates the high applicability
of our method in clinical lung cancer radiation therapy. © 2013 American Association of Physicists
in Medicine. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1118/1.4790689]

Key words: 4D-CT, spatial-temporal registration, super-resolution, sparse representation, lung motion
estimation

I. INTRODUCTION

Lung cancer is the most common cause of cancer-related
death in men and women worldwide. Radiation therapy, us-
ing high-energy x rays to kill cancer cells, is widely used in
lung cancer treatment. A general principle in radiation ther-
apy is to confine the radiation field to the shape of tumor and
to reduce the toxicity of radiation to the surrounding normal
tissues. However, the respiratory motion incurs major uncer-

tainty in the planning and treatment delivery of radiation ther-
apy of lung cancer.1, 2

I.A. Motivation

To ensure the dose coverage, a breathing motion margin is
usually added to the clinical target volume (CTV) to define an
internal target volume (ITV) on the planning CT. In the con-
ventional 3D radiation therapy, these safety margins expand in
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all directions empirically, which often significantly enlarges
the ITV and might increase the risk of radiation injury on the
surrounding normal structures. Recently, the advent of 4D-CT
(with respiration phase as the fourth dimension) provides the
full range of lung/tumor motion along respiratory phase. This
helps the expansion of CTV in a more accurate and patient-
specific way.3–5 However, 4D-CT does not provide respira-
tory motion information between consecutive phases explic-
itly, which boosts the investigation of deformable registration
methods for estimating the respiratory motion from 4D-CT
images. For example, one of the most important applications
of 4D-CT deformable registration is to automatically deter-
mine the motion envelope of tumor.3, 6, 7 Thus, by using the
estimated motion envelope to account for breathing motion,
instead of simply expanding based on experience, the size
of ITV can be greatly reduced. Other applications of 4D-CT
deformable registration include ventilation imaging,8 motion-
compensated cone-beam CT reconstruction,9 and respiratory
motion modeling.10 With more application of 4D-CT, the 4D-
CT deformable registration methods are expected to become
more useful in the image-guided radiation therapy.1, 5, 7

I.B. Related works

In the last decade, investigations have been conducted in-
tensely to develop the methods for accurate estimation of
the respiratory motion from 4D-CT by establishing temporal
correspondences.11–19 For example, a reference volume can
be aligned with each phase image in 4D-CT by the free-form
registration method20 to reveal the lung motion. Feature-based
image registration methods for lung CTs can also be used.21, 22

However, there are considerable limitations in these registra-
tion methods as detailed below:

� The first limitation comes from the independent reg-
istration of individual phase images toward the refer-
ence image. In this way, the temporal coherence in 4D-
CT is completely discarded during the registration, and
thus the temporal consistency of the estimated respira-
tory motions cannot be guaranteed. As a remedy, for ex-
ample, Metz et al.13 extended 3D B-Spline to 3D + t
B-Spline deformable model for registering all phase im-
ages of 4D-CT jointly.

� The second limitation comes from the potential bias
of selecting a reference for aligning different phase
images. For example, most methods use either the max-
imum inhale or the maximum exhale phase image as
the reference to register all other phase images.12, 18, 23

To remove the potential bias caused by the arbitrary
selection of the reference image, groupwise registration
methods have been recently proposed in Refs. 13, 19,
and 24 by registering all phase images to the common
space simultaneously.

� The third limitation comes from the image quality of
current 4D-CT. Since the modern CT scanner can only
scan a limited region of human body at each couch po-
sition, the final 4D-CT has to be assembled by sorting
multiple free-breathing CT segments with respect to the

couch position and tidal volume.25, 26 However, because
of the patient’s free breathing during scan, CT segments
at different couch positions cannot be scanned exactly
at the same tidal volume. Thus, 4D-CT is often contam-
inated by motion artifacts which include motion blur,
overlap and gapping.27–29 Although the motion-related
artifacts could be reduced by the breath training,30, 31

improved sorting method,1, 29, 32, 33 utilization of internal
anatomical features,25, 34, 35 and postimage processing on
4D-CT images,16, 36, 37 the interslice thickness (e.g., 3
mm), which is often much higher than the intraslice res-
olution (e.g., 1 mm), still remains as a big challenge in
4D-CT registration. Often, vessels become discontinu-
ous across neighboring slices, which makes it difficult
to perform reasonable registration especially for small
vessels. Actually, this missing anatomical information
in each phase image can be restored by integrating com-
plementary information from the aligned phase images.
For example, 4D-CT often acquires more than ten indi-
vidual phase images, each with voxel resolution of 1.0 ×
1.0 × 3.0 mm. After registering them into the common
space, for each 1 mm segment of lung (along superior–
inferior direction), we have sufficient information (such
as ∼10/3 slices available) for reconstructing the high-
resolution image for this particular lung segment, and
thus we can eventually reduce the slice thickness in the
group-mean image to 1 mm or even lower. The details
of our proposed method are given below.

I.C. Our proposed method

To overcome these limitations, we present a novel registra-
tion framework to estimate lung respiratory motion in 4D-CT.
Our method consists of two iterative steps. In the first step, a
spatiotemporal registration algorithm is proposed to simulta-
neously align all phase images (in the original low resolution,
particularly with large interslice thickness) onto a group-mean
image (in high resolution) in the common space. In particular,
we hierarchically select a set of key points to represent the
shape of group-mean image, and then use these key points to
guide the registration with the (low-resolution) phase images
by robust feature matching. Note that the group-mean image
will be reconstructed with more anatomical details than any
phase image, by integrating the complementary information
from the aligned phase images (as described in the second
step below). Thus, the registration between the group-mean
and every phase image can become relatively easy by taking
advantage of the clear anatomy in the high-resolution group-
mean image since each point in the low-resolution phase
image can identify its correspondence in the group-mean im-
age which might be difficult to achieve with respect to an-
other low-resolution phase image. Meanwhile, by mapping
the group-mean image onto the image domain of each phase,
every key point in the group-mean shape has several warped
points in different phase images, which can be assembled into
a time sequence (with respect to respiratory phase) to form
a virtual temporal fiber.38 (It is worth noting that the tempo-
ral fiber we used here are totally different from the fibers in
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FIG. 1. Overview of our proposed method in respiratory motion estimation.

DT images.39) Therefore, by requiring the smoothness on all
these temporal fibers, the temporal coherence of 4D-CT reg-
istration can be assured.

In the second step, the high-resolution group-mean
image is reconstructed by integration of the complementary
information in all aligned phase images, by using a super-
resolution technique developed in the computer vision
area.40–42 Here, we assume that each local patch in the
high-resolution group-mean image can be represented by
the highly redundant local patches from those aligned phase
images. Specifically, a l0-norm based sparse representation
technique41 can be used to reconstruct the high-resolution
group-mean image.

By alternatively repeating the above two steps, not only
more accurate but also more consistent motion estimation
along respiratory phase can be achieved for the 4D-CT than
the widely used diffeomorphic Demons43, 44 and the nD + t
B-Splines method,13 as confirmed by the experimental results
on both simulated dataset and real lung dataset in Sec. III. In
the following, we will present details of our motion estima-
tion method for lung 4D-CT in Sec. II. The proposed method
will be extensively evaluated and compared with the state-of-
the-art 4D-CT registration methods in Sec. III. This paper will
conclude in Sec. IV.

II. METHOD

We consider patient’s lung as a 3D moving object during
4D-CT scan, and each phase image in 4D-CT is the respec-
tive 3D lung image taken at the particular respiratory phase.
Thus, given the 4D-CT image I = {Is|s = 1, . . . , N} with N
phases, we formulate the lung motion estimation as an unbi-
ased groupwise registration problem under the constraint of
temporal smoothness, to simultaneously register all phase im-
ages to the group-mean image G in the common space C,59

i.e., G ∈ C. It is worth noting that G is considered as a hid-
den variable in our method, which will be iteratively refined
during the estimation of respiratory motion.

II.A. A Overview of our lung motion
estimation method

In this paper, we will address two difficulties in respira-
tory motion estimation from 4D-CT: (1) how to preserve the
temporal smoothness across respiratory phases without sac-
rificing the accuracy of motion estimation, and (2) how to
overcome the dilemma of missing anatomy structures in each
phase image because of the low image resolution in 4D-CT.

For the first problem, we use the similar strategy in our pre-
vious work38 to maintain the spatiotemporal coherence in the
framework of groupwise registration. Specifically, we simul-
taneously update the deformation field fs = {fs(x)|x ∈ C} for
each phase image Is with respect to the tentatively estimated
group-mean image G in the common space C. In general, G
integrates all complementary information from the aligned
Iss and has higher resolution as detailed in Sec. II.C. In our
method, we assume that each registered phase image Is in
the common space can be represented by a set of sparse
points which are generated from a Gaussian mixture model
(GMM).45 The centers of GMM, called as the mean shape in
this paper (as shown with points in the bottom of Fig. 1), are
represented as Z = {zj|zj ∈ R3, j = 1, . . . , |Z|}, where zj is the
jth position of the mean shape in the common space. Then,
for each zj, its deformed positions in the image spaces of the
respiratory phases {τ s, s = 1, . . . , N} can be sequentially con-
catenated to form a continuous temporal fiber ϕj(τ ), which
is a function of continuous respiration phase τ , with ϕj(τ s)
= fs(zj) at discrete phase τ s. In the middle of Fig. 1, we show
the deformed group-mean shape in the space of each phase
image Is and the temporal fibers by the dashed curves. As we
will make it clear in Sec. II.B, the heuristics of spatiotemporal
coherence will be deployed along the temporal fiber bundles
� = {φj(τ )|j = 1, . . . , |Z|}.

In order to alleviate the ambiguities in image registra-
tion because of the missing anatomical structures, the super-
resolution (SR) technique will be used to reconstruct a super-
resolution group-mean image G based on all currently aligned
phase images. In order to entitle the group-image G with both
complete information and clear anatomical details, we use
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the sparse representation technique41 to represent each local
patch of the group-mean image by all candidate patches in the
tentatively aligned phase images. In particular, l0 norm regu-
larization is used for selection of only a few candidate patches
with non-zero weights for linear representation of each local
patch in the group-mean image. This can be achieved by a
greedy-fashion algorithm described below.

By iteratively repeating the spatiotemporal registration
among all phase images and the super-resolution reconstruc-
tion on the group-mean image, all phase images will be reg-
istered to the common space, where the group-mean image
G is reconstructed. It is worth noting that the main differ-
ence between our motion estimation method for lung 4D-CT
and our previous work for longitudinal brain sequences38 are:
(1) The group-mean image G integrates complementary in-
formation from all phases by the super-resolution technique,
thus it has much richer anatomical details than any phase im-
age Is alone. (2) The correspondence detection procedure is
performed between the low-resolution phase image Is and the
super-resolution group-mean image G, thus each point in the
low-resolution phase image Is can easily find its correspon-
dence in the super-resolution group-mean image with com-
plete anatomical details, rather in any phase image with pos-
sible structure missing.

In the following, we will first describe the proposed spa-
tiotemporal registration for 4D-CT in Sec. II.B. Then the
super-resolution technique used in reconstruction of high-
resolution group-mean image is presented in Sec. II.C. We
summarize the whole method in Sec. II.D.

II.B. Hierarchical spatiotemporal registration of 4D-CT

In this section, we assume that the group-mean image G
with super-resolution has been built in the previous round of
registration (see Sec. II.C for detail).

Attribute vector: Before registration, we first segment each
phase image into bone, soft tissue (muscle and fat), and
lung.46 Then, the vessels inside lung can be enhanced by mul-
tiscale Hessian filters47 in order to allow the registration al-
gorithm to focus on the alignment of lung vessels during reg-
istration. Thus, instead of using intensity only, we define an
attribute vector

⇀

a(y, Is) as the morphologic signature for each
point y in the phase image Is to characterize the local im-
age appearance. The attribute vector consists of image inten-
sity, intensity gradient magnitude, and zero-order geometric
moments48 of each segmented structure (i.e., bone, soft tis-
sue, lung, and vessel). Similarly, the attribute vector

⇀

a(z,G)
can be calculated for each point z in the group-mean image G.
Note, each feature in the attribute vector is normalized from
0 to 1.

Key point selection: Given either the group-mean image
or the individual phase image, two criteria are used for se-
lecting key points: (1) key points should locate at distinctive
regions since they will be relatively easy to identify during
the correspondence detection; (2) key points should cover the
entire lung image in order to derive the whole deformation
in an accurate way, and the density of key points should be
low in the uniform regions but high in the context-rich re-

0 

1 

(a) Importance map (b) Key points 

FIG. 2. The super-resolution algorithm used in our method.

gions. To meet these two criteria, we use the importance sam-
pling strategy to hierarchically select key points. Specifically,
we smooth and normalize the gradient magnitude values over
the whole image domain. Then we use the obtained values as
the importance (or probability) of each point to be selected as
a key point during registration. Although advanced sampling
method could be used here for guiding the key point selection,
we use a simple but efficient strategy such as Monte Carlo
simulation to sample key points, based on the importance map
constructed. Figure 2 shows the nonuniform sampling based
on the importance map [Fig. 2(a)]. The initial set of key points
is displayed in red, and the key points added in the later stages
of registration are displayed in green and blue in Fig. 2(b), re-
spectively. It can be observed from Fig. 2 that the key points
are more concentrated at context-rich (or edge-rich) regions,
where the values of importance (or probability) are higher.

As the key points are usually located at the contexture
edges, they can delineate the shapes of individual anatom-
ical objects. Although the number of key points is much
smaller than the image volume size, the selected key points
are distributed in the entire image domain to steer the whole
registration. Both key points in the group-mean image, Z
= {zj|j = 1, . . . , |Z|}, and in each phase image Is, Y s

= {ys
i |i = 1, . . . ,Ms}, are extracted. As we will explain next,

we can decouple the complicated registration problem, with
these key points, into two relatively simple subproblems: (1)
robust correspondence detection on the key points; and (2)
dense deformation interpolation from the correspondences es-
tablished between key points.

II.B.1. Energy function for spatiotemporal 4D-CT
registration

Considering that the respective shape in each phase image
Is can also be represented by its own key point set Ys, the
key point ys

i in the phase image Is is regarded as an obser-
vation drawn from the GMM with its centers as the deformed
mean shape Z in the domain of the phase image Is. Thus, given
the deformation field fs, the local discrepancy η(zj , y

s
i , fs) be-

tween each zj and ys
i is defined as

η
(
zj , y

s
i , fs

) = β · ∥∥fs(zj ) − ys
i

∥∥2

+ (1 − β) · ∥∥⇀

a(zj ,G) − ⇀

a(ys
i , Is)

∥∥2
. (1)

Obviously, it consists of both shape and appearance discrep-
ancies, which are controlled by the parameter β. Specifically,
in order to find the reliable anatomical correspondences, we
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require: (1) the deformed mean-shape point zj, i.e., fs(zj), to
be spatially close to the corresponding key point ys

i in the
phase image Is; (2) the attribute vector

⇀

a(zj ,G) of the key
point zj in the group-mean image to be similar with the at-
tribute vector

⇀

a(ys
i , Is) of its corresponding point ys

i in Is. For
robust correspondence matching, soft correspondence45, 49, 50

is allowed by using the spatial assignment πs
i,j to indicate the

correspondence likelihood between key point ys
i and particu-

lar zj. It is worth noting that
∑MS

i=1 πs
i,j = 1.

Given F = {fs|s = 1, . . . , N}, we can describe the 4D-CT
registration problem as a generative probability model, with
{F, {πs

i,j },�} as the model parameters and {ys
i , a(ys

i , Is)} as
the observations. Then, the energy function for 4D-CT regis-
tration is inferred as

E
(
F,�,

{
πs

i,j

}) =
N∑

s=1

|Z|∑
j=1

Ms∑
i=1

[
πs

i,j · η
(
zj , y

s
i , fs

)

+ r · πs
i,j · ln

(
πs

i,j )
] +

N∑
s=1

Ls(fs)

+
|Z|∑
j=1

LT (ϕj (τ )), (2)

where r is scalar, acting as the temperature in the anneal-
ing system. Apparently, the energy function consists of three
terms. The first term describes the cost during the correspon-
dence determination, which is performed between only a few
key points in the phase images and in the mean shape of
group-mean image. The second term measures the smooth-
ness of each deformation field by Ls(fs), which is proportional
to the bending energy of each fs.45, 51 The last term LT (ϕ̂j (τ ))
measures the smoothness of each temporal fiber which is reg-
ulated by

LT (ϕj (τ ))=
N∑

s=1

[ϕj (τ )−ϕj (τs)]
2 1

στ

ψ

(
(τ −τs) ≡ N

στ

)
,

(3)

where ψ is the kernel regression function.52 Particularly, “≡”
denotes the modulo operation since we consider lung motion
forms a cyclical curve. In this paper we use the Gaussian ker-
nel with bandwidth σ τ . As we will see later, the advantages of
using temporal fibers include: (1) The modeling of temporal
motion is much easier on the particular temporal fiber ϕj(τ )
than on the entire motion fields from fs to fs + 1. (2) Spatial
correspondence detection and temporal motion regularization
are unified via temporal fibers.

II.B.2. Solutions of energy function for spatiotemporal
4D-CT registration

In general, it is very complicated to optimize F, �, and
{πs

i,j } in Eq. (2) jointly. Here we present an efficient solu-
tion in a divide-and-conquer way. Specifically, our solution
to minimize energy function E consists of three steps. In the
first step (SP1), since each spatial assignment πs

i,j is indepen-
dent, we can estimate the degree of each πs

i,j by applying the

gradient descent based method to the terms in the bracket of
Eq. (2). After removing those unrelated terms with F and �,
the remaining energy function turns to

E(F,�) =
N∑

s=1

|Z|∑
j=1

Ms∑
i=1

πs
i,j

∥∥ys
i − fs(zj )

∥∥2 +
N∑

s=1

Ls(fs)

+
|Z|∑
j=1

LT (ϕj (τ )). (4)

However, the joint optimization of F and � is still not triv-
ial. Recall that ϕj(τ s) = fs(zj) is the particular landmark on
the temporal fiber ϕj(τ ) at discrete phase τ s. Then we can al-
ternatively optimize F and � as follows. We first minimize
E(F, �) with respect to ϕj(τ ) by regarding ϕj(τ ) as a whole
and then find {f̃s} which achieves the optimal ϕ̃j (τs) by solv-
ing the fitting problem. In this way, we have an updated rela-
tionship f̂s(zj ) = ϕ̂j (τs). Therefore, the individual objective
functions for the two subproblems (SP2 and SP3) are given as

SP2 : min
φj

N∑
s=1

|Z|∑
j=1

Ms∑
i=1

πs
i,j

∥∥ys
i − ϕj (τs)

∥∥2 +
|Z|∑
j=1

LT (ϕj (τ )),

(5)

SP3 : min
F

N∑
s=1

⎡
⎣ |Z|∑

j=1

‖ϕ̂(τs) − fs(zj )‖2 + Ls(fs)

⎤
⎦ . (6)

SP2 aims to solve the spatiotemporal correspondence at time
τ s for a particular fiber ϕj(τ ) as well as to estimate the con-
tinuous fiber ϕ̂j (τ ) by kernel regression.52 SP3 is the prob-
lem of dense transformation field interpolation to obtain fs for
each phase image Is. The solutions to SP1–SP3 are provided
below.

II.B.2.a. SP1: Estimation of the spatial assignments.
The spatial assignment πs

i,j can be calculated by minimizing
Ein Eq. (2) with respect to πs

i,j by requiring ∂E/∂πs
i,j = 0:

πs
i,j = exp

{
−η(zj , y

s
i , fs)

r

}
/
∑|Z|

j=1
exp

(
−η(zj , y

s
i , fs)

r

)
.

(7)

It is clear that πs
i,j is penalized in the exponential way accord-

ing to the discrepancy degree η(zj , y
s
i , fs) defined in Eq. (1).

Notice that r is the denominator of the exponential function
in Eq. (7). Therefore, when r is very high in the beginning of
registration, even though the discrepancy between zj and ys

i

might be large, the key point ys
i still might have the chance

to be selected as the correspondence of zj with respect to Is.
As registration processes, the specificity of correspondence
will be increased by gradually decreasing the temperaturer
to a small degree, until only the single key point ys

i with the
smallest discrepancy being selected as the correspondences of
zj in the end of registration.

II.B.2.b. SP2: Estimation of spatiotemporal correspon-
dences. To this point, we are facing two coupled optimiza-
tion problems in Eq. (5). One is the correspondence deter-
mination problem on zjs, and the other is the estimation of
continuous fiber ϕj(τ ) along respiration phases which boils
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TABLE I. Summary of parameters and their values used in the experiments.

β The balance between shape and appearance discrepancy β = 0.5
r The temperature in soft correspondence assignment [Eq. (4)] r = 20 × (1 − δ)2

σ τ The kernel bandwidth in temporal smoothing [Eq. (8)] σ τ = 20 × (1 − δ)2

ε The fitting error in super-resolution (algorithm shown in Fig. 4) ε = 5
N1 The search neighbor in constructing dictionary (used in Sec. II.C) 5 × 5 × 5
p The size of local patch in each dimension (used in Sec. II.C) p = 3

down to the kernel regression problem. The two optimization
problems are difficult to solve altogether. However, the opti-
mal solution to the correspondence at ϕj(τ s) is much easier
to compute if the entire fiber ϕj(τ ) is fixed. As the result, we
adopt an alternative optimization scheme. First, the spatial lo-
cations of the landmark points {ϕj(τ s)|s = 1, . . . , N} sampled
from fiber ϕj(τ ) are obtained by optimizing the first term in
Eq. (5) with respect to ϕj(τ s) as

ϕj (τs) =
Ms∑
i=1

πs
i,j · ys

i . (8)

Obvious, ϕj(τ s) is the weighted mean location of all key
points in the phase image Is. After that, the continuous fiber
ϕ̂j (τ ) can be calculated by minimizing the energy LT(ϕj(τ ))
defined in Eq. (3), which is widely known as the Nadaraya–
Watson estimator:53

ϕ̂j (τ ) =
N∑

s=1

ψ

(
(τ − τs) ≡ N

στ

)
· ϕj (τs)

/

N∑
s=1

ψ

(
(τ − τs) ≡ N

στ

)
(9)

Here, the kernel-based smoothing is performed along each
fiber, to preserve the temporal smoothness. In general, high
σ τ results in smooth result at the expense of registration ac-
curacy. In our implementation, we dynamically set the value
of σ in the hierarchical way (see Table I): in the beginning, σ

is relatively high to roughly determine the correspondences;
with the progress of registration, we gradually decrease the
value of σ τ in order to achieve higher registration accuracy.

II.B.2.c. SP3: Dense transformation interpolation.
Since each deformation field fs is independent to each other,
we optimize fs in Eq. (6) one by one in this step. For each
fs, it is required to minimize the fitting error of deformations
on key points {zj} as well as the bending energy of entire
deformation field, which is a TPS interpolation problem.45, 51

Thus, by considering {zj} as the source point set and the
deformations {ϕ̂j (τs)} in the particular phase image as
the target point set, the dense deformation field fs can be
efficiently interpolated.

In Sec. II.C, we will introduce our super-resolution method
for updating the group-mean image G with guidance of the
estimated fss. After that, the group-mean shape Z can be ex-
tracted in the updated group-mean image G again to guide the
next round of spatiotemporal registration.

II.C. Reconstruction of super-resolution
group-mean image

Figure 3 shows the overview of our super-resolution algo-
rithm, which is performed patch by patch. Here we use I′s
(displayed in the right of Fig. 3) to denote the aligned phase
image Is in the common space of the group-mean image, ac-
cording to its transformation field fs obtained in Sec. II.B. We
first partition the whole space of the group-mean image G
into a set of overlapping patches with patch size p in each
dimension. Then, our goal is to obtain the super-resolution
local patch RG(x) centered at x ∈ C (i.e., a box in the middle
of Fig. 3) from an overcomplete dictionary of local patches,
defined as

D = {Dt |Dt = RI ′
s
(u), t = (u, s),

s = 1, . . . , N, u ∈ N1(fs(x))}, (10)

where N1(fs(x)) denotes a small neighborhood at position
fs(x), and RI ′s (u) is the local patch from the aligned phase im-
age I′s centered at location u ∈ N1(fs(x)). It is clear that the
dictionary D consists of not only the local patch RI ′

s
(fs(x))

from each aligned phase image I′s (designated by the pink
boxes in the cross-sectional view and the pink lines in the
superior/inferior direction), but also its surrounding patches
within the neighborhood N1(fs(x)) (designated by the blue
boxes in the cross-sectional view and the blue lines in the su-
perior/inferior direction). It is worth noting that we aim to
enhance the resolution only along superior–inferior direction
(which often has high interslice thickness), since the image
quality of intraslice is already good enough with the voxel
resolution such as 1 × 1 mm and also the motion in the short
scanning time (<0.1 s) for the particular cross-section slice
can be ignored. Therefore, the local patch RG(x) to be en-
hanced and all entries in the dictionary D are the cross-
sectional 2D patches only.

FIG. 3. The nonuniform sampling of key points using the importance
(probability) map.
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We regard that each RG(x) can be well represented by
the local patches in the overcomplete dictionary D. How-
ever, the use of all local patches for patch representation can
only marginally improve the detail of the group-mean im-
age, at the cost of adding more noise and blur in description
of lung anatomy. Thus, in spirit of sparse representation, we
use the l0 regularization on the number of nonzero weights
to guide the estimation of RG(x), which will be reconstructed
by only a few candidate patches (with nonzero weights) in
the dictionary D. In this way, we keep the group-mean im-
age as sharp as possible throughout registration. Specifically,
we use �K = {Dχ(q)|q = 1, . . . , K} to denote the K ele-
ments with nonzero weights w(�K ) = {wχ(q)|q = 1, . . . , K}
selected from D, where the indicator vector χ (q) identify
the entry t [in Eq. (10)] of the qth selected local patch
from the dictionary D. Then the estimated patch RG(x)
= ∑K

q=1 wχ(q)Dχ (q) is eventually the sparse linear combina-
tion of all candidates in �K.

On the other hand, the estimated super-resolution local
patch RG(x) should be close to the mean of all correspond-
ing local patches of the aligned phase images, which can be
defined as R̃G(x) = 1

N

∑N
s=1 RI ′s (fs(x)). Thus, for estimating

the super-resolution local patch RG(x), the energy function
with respect to the weighting vector w(�K ) can be defined as

arg min
w

∥∥w(�K )0

∥∥, subject to θ (�K,w(�K )) < ε,

K∑
q=1

wχ(q) = 1,

where

θ (�K,w(�K )) =
∥∥∥∥∥∥R̃G(x) −

K∑
q=1

wχ(q)Dχ(q)

∥∥∥∥∥∥
2

2

. (11)

In general, the energy function in Eq. (11) uses the minimal
number of local patches from dictionary D to sparsely repre-
sent the local patch RG(x), with the fitting error (in l0-norm)
less than ε. Here, we develop an efficient algorithm to drive
the sparse linear combination

∑K
q=1 wχ(q)Dχ(q) in a greedy

fashion. Similar to the Matching Pursuit algorithm,54, 55 we
sequentially select nonzero elements from dictionary D.
Suppose we have already selected k elements with nonzero
weights, i.e., �k = {Dχ(1), Dχ(2), . . . , Dχ(k)} with the asso-
ciated weighting vector wk(�k) = {wk

χ(q)|q = 1, . . . , k}, as
defined above. It is worth noting that, for particular selected
local patch Dχ(q), the value of wk

χ(q) will be updated in each
kth round, as indicated by the superscript k. Then, the current
sparse representation of RG(x) is

∑k
q=1 wk

χ(q)Dχ(q). In the
next step, we will examine every element from the remaining
dictionary {D − �k} and continue to select Dt ∈ {D − �k}
with the lowest degree of θ ({�k + Dt },wk+1({�k + Dt })) as
Dχ(k + 1), i.e.,

Dχ (k+1) = arg min
Dt∈{D−�k}

θ ({�k + Dt },wk+1({�k + Dt })).

(12)

FIG. 4. The super-resolution algorithm in reconstructing one local patch by
sparse representation.

For each candidate Dt ∈ {D − �k}, the new weighting
vector wk+1({�k + Dt }) can be easily derived by solving the
least-square problem below:

wk+1({�k + Dt })

= argmin
wk+1

∥∥∥∥∥R̃G(x) −
⎛
⎝ k∑

q=1

wk+1
χ(q)Dχ(q) + wk+1

t Dt

⎞
⎠

∥∥∥∥∥
2

2

,

subject to :
k∑

q=1

wk+1
χ(q) + wk+1

t = 1. (13)

The optimized weight wk+1({�k + Dt }) in Eq. (13) can be
computed in a closed form within three steps56 (Appendix).

We can repeat this step of selecting an additional local
patch from the remaining dictionary until the degree of θ ( · )
in Eq. (11) is less than ε or starts to increase. The summary
for estimating RG(x) from the overcomplete dictionary D is
listed in Fig. 4.

In our implementation, the whole group-mean image will
be divided into a set of overlapping local patches with the size
of each patch as 5 × 5 mm. After deploying the procedure of
super-resolution reconstruction to all patches, we can obtain
a super-resolution group-mean image G to better guide the
spatiotemporal registration (Sec. II.B).

II.D. Summary

II.D.1. Implementation

The important parameters and the values in the exper-
iments are listed in Table I. Note, some parameters auto-
matically change their value with respect to the registration
progress ratio δ(0 ≤ δ ≤ 1). Besides the parameters listed in
Table I, some other parameters in each image processing step
are empirically determined as follows.

For each attribute vector, we calculate the zero-order geo-
metric moments on each tissue type within a spherical neigh-
borhood, where the neighborhood radius is set to3 mm. Since
we use nonuniform sampling strategy to select the key points,
we need to set a threshold h to specify the percentile of
key points in the size of brain volume (with background ex-
cluded), which is proportional with the registration progress
ratio δ, i.e., h = 0.01 + 0.09 · δ. In order to save the
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computation time, each key point zj in the group-mean im-
age only detects its correspondence in the particular phase
image within a search neighborhood. In the beginning of reg-
istration, the search neighborhood is relatively large, i.e., with
window size of 11 × 11 × 11, and is linearly (with respect
to δ) reduced to 3 × 3 × 3 in the end of registration. Af-
ter establishing the correspondence for each key point, TPS
is deployed to produce the dense deformation field. Here, we
follow the TPS interpolation method in Ref. 51. Specifically,
since there are usually up to 10 000 of key points in a 256
× 256 × 100 phase image, the complex matrix inversion in
TPS is burdensome. We thus apply TPS interpolation block-
by-block by using the overlapping blocks (i.e., with 1/3 over-
lap between neighboring blocks). Specifically, we set the
block size to be 32 × 32 × 32 and limit the number of key
points in each block to be no more than 500 by uniform sub-
sampling. It is worth noting that all of these parameters are
fixed throughout all experiments.

II.D.2. Summary of the proposed method

Our registration-based lung motion estimation alterna-
tively estimates the transformation fields F and refines the
group-mean image G. The whole method is summarized as
below:

1. Preprocess all phase images (e.g., histogram
matching).

2. For each phase image, calculate the attribute vector for
each point and extract the key points Ys.

3. Use the phase image in the middle respiration phase
as the initial group-mean image G by linearly inter-
polating it along superior–inferior direction, and then
extract the mean shape Z.

4. Perform spatiotemporal registration for all phase im-
ages I, given the group-mean image G and the mean
shape Z.

4.1. Calculate the spatial assignment πs
i,j for each key

point ys
i with respect to each mean-shape point zj

in the current group-mean image [Eq. (7)].
4.2. Deform each zj to the phase image space Is accord-

ing to the spatial assignment obtained in step 4.1
[Eq. (8)].

4.3. Perform the kernel smoothing along the temporal
fibers [Eq. (9)].

4.4. Interpolate the dense transformation field fs by
TPS.

5. Refine the group-mean image G by the super-
resolution technique.

5.1. Warp each phase image to the common space by F.
5.2. Divide the whole image into a set of overlapping

local patches and then obtain the high-resolution
local patch RG(x) according to the super-resolution
algorithm summarized in Fig. 4.

5.3. Extract the mean shape Z from the latest-updated
group-mean image G.

6. If the stop criterion (e.g., beyond the specified iter-
ation number) is not satisfied, go to Step 4. Other-
wise, output the estimated transformation fields F and

the group-mean image G. After completing the reg-
istration, for each point x ∈ G, its respiratory motion
can be described by the respiratory motion function
ϕ(x, τ ), with ϕ(x, τ ) = fs(x) at discrete phase τ s.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION

To demonstrate the performance of our proposed regis-
tration algorithm in estimating lung motions, we evaluate
its accuracy on both simulated data and real DIR-lab pa-
tient data,11 by comparison with the popular pairwise dif-
feomorphic Demons43 and the nD + t B-Splines registra-
tion algorithm.13 (In the following experiments, the iteration
numbers are set to 100, 100, and 100 for low, middle. and
high resolution, respectively. The sigma value for smooth-
ing deformation field is set to 2.2. For other parameters, we
use the default settings.) For fair comparison, we use diffeo-
morphic Demons with ITK (www.itk.org) (Insight Segmenta-
tion and Registration Toolkit) based source code downloaded
from http://www.insight-journal.org/browse/publication/154.
To perform B-Spline based nD + t registration algorithm
on 4D-CT, we first compile the source code of “elastix”
toolbox57 (http://elastix.isi.uu.nl/index.php) and then use the
parameter file provided by authors at http://elastix.bigr.nl/
wiki/index.php/Par0012.

III.A. Evaluation on simulated dataset

III.A.1. Simulation of 4D-CT dataset

To validate the performance of our registration based mo-
tion estimation method, we simulate 4D-CT dataset as fol-
lows. The simulation starts from several 4D-CT images se-
lected from DIR-lab dataset,11 each of which contains six
phases (τ 1, . . . , τ 6) with voxel size 0.97 × 0.97 × 2.5 mm.
For each 4D-CT image, we set the maximum inhale phase
image I1 at phase τ 1 as the reference image and use B-Spline
based registration algorithm57, 58 to align all other phase im-
ages onto the reference image. Then, we randomly add noises
to B-Spline control points with ±2 mm perturbation, in or-
der to simulate the ground-truth deformation fields. The next
step is to generate the simulated 4D-CT. Specifically, we first
invert these ground-truth transformation fields and then use
them to deform I1 to the space of all other phases for ob-
taining a new simulated 4D-CT, i.e., with new phase images
Ĩ = Ĩ1, . . . Ĩ6. In this way, we can get the simulated 4D-CT
Ĩ (with voxel size 0.97 × 0.97 × 2.5 mm), along with the
ground-truth deformation fields F̃ = {f̃1→1, . . . , f̃1→6} from
Ĩ1 to all other phase images of Ĩ . It is worth noting that Ĩ1 = I1

and f̃1→1 is the empty deformation field with displacement
zero everywhere. Finally, we use Gaussian sampling to ob-
tain the down-sampled 4D-CT in two steps: (1) first con-
volve each phase CT only along the superior–inferior direc-
tion with a one-dimensional Gaussian kernel 1

16 [1 4 6 4 1]; (2)
then remove every even-numbered slice. After that, we use
Ĩ↓ = {Ĩs↓|s = 1, . . . , 6} to represent the down-sampled 4D-
CT with lower voxel resolution of 0.97 × 0.97 × 5.0 mm.
Since B-Spline based registration algorithm is already used
for generating simulated 4D-CT, we compare the performance
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FIG. 5. The distributions of residual errors by different registration methods.

of our motion estimation method on simulated dataset only
with diffeomorphic Demons, in order to avoid the bias of de-
formation model.

III.A.2. Experiment setup

In this experiment, we compare two registration meth-
ods (diffeomorphic Demons and our proposed method) on
the simulated 4D-CT datasets. For diffeomorphic Demons,
we linearly interpolate the down-sampled 4D-CT by increas-
ing voxel resolution from 0.97 × 0.97 × 5.0 mm to 0.97
× 0.97 × 2.5 mm before registration, since the ground-
truth 4D-CT has voxel resolution 0.97 × 0.97 × 2.5 mm.
Then, we use diffeomorphic Demons to register the linear-
interpolated Ĩ1↓ with all other linear-interpolated phase im-
ages, obtaining FDemons_L = {f Demons_L

1→s |s = 1, . . . , 6}. Fur-
thermore, we apply diffeomorphic Demons to register ground
truth data Ĩ1 with all other ground truth data Ĩ2 ∼ Ĩ6, obtaining
FDemons_G = {f Demons_G

1→s |s = 1, . . . , 6}. On the other hand,
we apply our method directly to the down-sampled 4D-CT Ĩ↓
(with low voxel resolution 0.97 × 0.97 × 5.0 mm) and obtain
the transformation fields F = {f1, . . . , f6} (directing from the
common group-mean image space to each phase image), as
well as the super-resolution group-mean image G (with voxel
resolution 0.97 × 0.97 × 2.5 mm). Since the ground-truth
transformation field is defined in the space of Ĩ1, we redefine
our obtained transformation fields by connecting the respec-

tive deformation field with the inverse transformation field of
f1, i.e., FOurs = {f Ours

1→s |f Ours
1→s = f −1◦

1 fs, s = 1, . . . , 6}.
In this way, we can evaluate the performance of our

method in (1) estimating the respiratory motions, by compar-
ing with diffeomorphic Demons, and (2) reconstructing the
high-resolution image from the down-sampled phase images,
by comparing with the simulated ground-truth 4D-CT.

III.A.3. Accuracy of respiratory motion estimation

We compare the residual errors between the ground-truth
transformation fields F̃ and the estimated transformation
fields by the three different registration ways (FDemons_L

by diffeomorphic Demons on linearly interpolated 4D-CT,
FDemons_G by diffeomorphic Demons on ground truth 4D-CT,
and FOurs by our method on low-resolution 4D-CT Ĩ↓). The
average and standard deviation (STD) of residual errors are
2.03 ± 1.58 mm with respect to FDemons_L, 1.26 ± 1.15 mm
with respect to FDemons_G, and 1.07 ± 1.47 mm with respect
to FOurs, with all error distributions also shown in Fig. 5. Fur-
thermore, we display the residual error on the lung surface by
these three different registration ways through Figs. 6(a)–6(c).
Apparently, our method achieves even slightly better regis-
tration accuracy than that the diffeomorphic Demons on the
ground-truth 4D-CT.

III.A.4. Quality of estimated high-resolution
lung images

By deforming the super-resolution group-mean image G
built in our method to each phase image space, we can obtain
the resolution-enhanced phase images. In Fig. 7, we can vi-
sually examine one typical case (at maximum exhale phase)
of the simulated 4D-CT Ĩ [Fig. 7(a)], the linear-interpolated
images from the down-sampled 4D-CT Ĩ↓ [Fig. 7(b)], and
the resolution-enhanced images by our method [Fig. 7(c)],
with the intensity difference maps indicating the substantial
improvement in anatomical details by our method.

III.B. Evaluation on DIR-lab dataset

There are ten cases in DIR-lab dataset, each of which has
a 4D-CT with six phases. The intraslice resolution is around
1 × 1 mm, and the slice thickness is 2.5 mm. For each case,

 

(a) By diffeomorphic Demons 
on linearly up-sampled 4D-CT 

(c) By our method on 
down-sampled 4D-CT 

(b) By diffeomorphic Demons 
on ground-truth 4D-CT 

0 

10 

5 

FIG. 6. The residual errors with respect to ground-truth on the lung surface by different registration methods.
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(a) Ground truth (b) By linear interpolation (c) By our method 

FIG. 7. Resolution-enhanced images at the maximum exhale phase by our method and linear interpolation.

300 corresponding landmarks in the maximum inhale (MI)
and the maximum exhale (ME) phases are manually delin-
eated. Also, correspondences of 75 landmarks are provided
for each phase. Thus, the registration accuracy can be eval-
uated by the Euclidean distance between the reference land-
mark positions and the landmark positions propagated from
the first phase to all other phases by registration algorithm. It
is worth noting that our registration is performed on the entire
4D-CT, regardless of the evaluation on the 300 landmarks in
MI and ME phases or on the 75 landmarks in all six phases.
The voxel resolution in our group-mean image is enhanced to
1.0 × 1.0 × 1.0 mm.

III.B.1. Accuracy of respiratory motion estimation
on DIR-lab dataset

The registration results by diffeomorphic Demons, nD
+ t B-Splines, and our method on the 300 landmarks between
MI and ME phases are shown in Table II. Here, the MI phase
image is selected as the reference image for diffeomorphic
Demons. Note that the results by nD + t B-Splines method
are only available for the first five cases.13 (Although we

have the source code and parameter files for B-Spline based
4D registration method, this method needs the morphologi-
cally dilated lung mask during registration. Thus, we only cite
registration error of cases 1–5, which the authors provide in

TABLE II. The mean and standard deviation of registration errors (mm) on
300 landmark points between maximum inhale and exhale phases. Bold is
used for emphasis that the residual errors by our method are significantly
smaller than other counterparts.

300 landmark points between MI and ME

# Initial Diffeomorphic Demons nD + t B-Splines Our method

1 3.89 ± 2.78 1.82 ± 1.42 1.02 ± 0.50 0.64 ± 0.61
2 4.34 ± 3.90 1.87 ± 1.30 1.06 ± 0.56 0.56 ± 0.63
3 6.94 ± 4.05 2.30 ± 1.06 1.19 ± 0.66 0.70 ± 0.68
4 9.83 ± 4.85 4.31 ± 2.47 1.57 ± 1.20 0.91 ± 0.79
5 7.48 ± 5.50 1.96 ± 1.44 1.73 ± 1.49 1.10 ± 1.14
6 10.89 ± 6.97 6.23 ± 4.06 . . . 3.28 ± 3.45
7 11.03 ± 7.42 4.79 ± 3.10 . . . 1.68 ± 1.22
8 14.99 ± 9.01 6.17 ± 4.14 . . . 1.70 ± 1.69
9 7.92 ± 3.98 3.91 ± 1.97 . . . 1.72 ± 1.32
10 7.30 ± 6.35 3.47 ± 2.85 . . . 1.48 ± 1.84
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TABLE III. The mean and standard deviation of registration errors (mm)
on 75 landmark points across all six phases. Bold is used for emphasis
that the residual errors by our method are significantly smaller than other
counterparts.

75 landmark points across all six phases

# Initial Diffeomorphic Demons nD + t B-Splines Our method

1 2.18 ± 2.54 1.10 ± 0.80 0.95 ± 0.65 0.51 ± 0.39
2 3.78 ± 3.69 1.42 ± 0.93 1.00 ± 0.62 0.47 ± 0.34
3 5.05 ± 3.81 1.34 ± 0.63 1.14 ± 0.61 0.55 ± 0.32
4 6.69 ± 4.72 2.23 ± 1.31 1.40 ± 1.02 0.69 ± 0.49
5 5.22 ± 4.61 1.26 ± 0.91 1.50 ± 1.31 0.82 ± 0.71
6 7.42 ± 6.56 3.75 ± 2.61 . . . 1.72 ± 1.83
7 6.66 ± 6.46 2.73 ± 2.04 . . . 0.97 ± 0.70
8 9.82 ± 8.31 3.77 ± 2.46 . . . 1.70 ± 1.69
9 5.03 ± 3.79 2.14 ± 1.29 . . . 1.15 ± 0.78
10 5.42 ± 5.84 2.25 ± 1.80 . . . 1.06 ± 1.22

Ref. 13.) It can be observed that our method achieves the low-
est mean registration errors. Table III shows the mean and
STD on the 75 landmark points over all six phases by diffeo-
morphic Demons, nD + t B-Splines, and our method. Again,
our method achieves the lowest registration errors. It is worth
noting that the maximum registration errors among 75 land-
marks (from case #1 to case #5) are 6.08 mm by diffeomor-
phic Demons, 5.52 mm by nD + t B-Splines, and 3.67 mm by
our method, respectively.

The average intensity difference map between the refer-
ence image (MI phase image) and all registered phase images
by diffeomorphic Demons is shown in Fig. 8(a). Similarly, the
difference map between the aligned MI phase image and all
other phase images in the common space by nD + t B-Splines
and our method are displayed in Figs. 8(b) and 8(c), respec-
tively. According to the color map shown in the right of Fig. 8,

our method can align all phase images much better than the
other two methods.

To evaluate the temporal consistency, we can further com-
pute the velocity (i.e., the change ratio between two fiber land-
marks from consecutive phases) at each respiratory phase.
The average and standard deviation of velocity magnitude
of 75 trajectories (corresponding to the landmarks used in
Table III) in the first five cases of DIR-lab dataset are (0.85
± 0.59) mm/phase by diffeomorphic Demons, (0.68 ± 0.33)
mm/phase by nD + t B-Splines method, and (0.72 ± 0.35)
mm/phase by our method. Figures 9(a)–9(c) show the veloc-
ity magnitudes of a typical case in DIR-lab dataset, for all 75
trajectories, by diffeomorphic Demons, nD + t B-Splines, and
our method, respectively. The yellow curves denote the mean
velocity magnitudes along respiratory phases. Since nD + t
B-Splines method and our method both constrain the continu-
ity along respiratory phase, it can be observed that the velocity
magnitudes by these two methods are much more continuous
than diffeomorphic Demons.

Furthermore, for two of those 75 landmarks, we show
their 3D motion trajectories in Fig. 10(b) and their superior–
inferior projections by diffeomorphic Demons, nD + t B-
Splines, and our method in Fig. 10(a). The crosses in
Fig. 10(c) designate the locations of the two selected land-
mark points in MI phase. It can be observed that the motion
trajectories estimated by our method is not only much
closer to the manual ground-truth trajectories, but also much
smoother than those produced by other two methods.

III.B.2. Quality of estimated high-resolution
lung images

Since our method is able to obtain high-resolution phase
images by mapping the high-resolution group-mean image
back onto each original phase image space, the discontin-
uous or missing vessels in the original phase images are
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FIG. 8. The average intensity difference map after registration by diffeomorphic Demons, nD + t B-Splines, and our method.
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FIG. 9. The estimated velocity magnitudes from MI to ME phase for a typical 4D-CT.

expected to be revealed after performing our method. To
demonstrate it, we calculate the Hessian map on each point
to extract the lung vessels, as shown Fig. 11. The upper row
in Fig. 11 shows the vessel trees from MI (phase #1) to ME
(phase #6) in the original 4D-CT after linear interpolation
along superior–inferior direction. Note that the vessels are ex-

tracted by setting threshold (top 10%) on the Hessian map
and further using the morphological analysis method to dis-
card the isolated points. By using the same procedure and
same parameters, the vessel trees can also be extracted from
the high-resolution phase images generated by our method as
shown in the lower row of Fig. 11. It can be observed that

FIG. 10. The estimated 3D trajectories of two landmarks by Demons and our method.
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#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 

Before SR 

After SR 

FIG. 11. The vessel trees in all respiratory phases before and after applying super-resolution.

(1) more anatomical details on vessels have been recovered
by employing the super-resolution technique in our method,
and (2) the vessel trees are temporally more consistent along
the respiratory lung motion.

III.B.3. Computation time

All the experiments are performed on our DELL computa-
tion server with two CPUs (each with four 2.0 GHz cores) and
32G memory. For 4D-CTs (cases 1–5) from DIR-lab dataset
with smaller image size (e.g., 256 × 256 × 99), the com-
putation time for diffeomorphic Demons, nD + t B-Splines,
and our proposed method is 0.5, 2.4, and 2.3 h, respectively.
For the rest 4D-CTs (cases 6–10) with larger image size (e.g.,
512 × 512 × 128), the computation time by diffeomorphic
Demons increases to 2 h, while nD + t B-Splines and our
proposed method have the similar computation time, with 2.5
and 2.4 h, respectively. Since diffeomorphic Demons equally
treats each point, i.e., including background points, the com-
putation time increases dramatically with the increased im-
age size. On the contrary, nD + t B-Splines method uses lung
mask to confine the computation area, and our method hier-
archically selects key points only from distinctive image re-
gions. Thus, the computation loads by nD + t B-Splines and
our method do not increase dramatically as the image size
increases.

III.C. Evaluation on lung cancer patient dataset

Additional lung 4D scans were acquired in UNC from
16-slice Philips Brilliance big bore helical CT scanner with
1.5 mm detector size per slice. Rotation period is 0.5 s and
pitch is chosen so that couch does not move more than 1 de-
tector length (1.6 mm × 16 = 24 mm) in the time it takes to
complete one full breath cycle. Respiratory signal is mon-
itored through a bellow sensor and patient is instructed to
breathe freely and normally. The phase images with respira-
tory cycle 0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and 50% are recon-
structed. The axial view of CT has 512 × 512 pixels (res-
olution is about 0.8 mm for a patient with 40 cm size) and
the superior–inferior resolution is 3 mm. A sample of pa-
tient shown in Fig. 12(a) has a 20 mm tumor on the right
lung.

III.C.1. Evaluation of respiratory motion

Given the estimated respiratory motion from 4D-CT, we
are able to automatically propagate the manually labeled
anatomical structures from one phase to all other phases,
thus saving a lot of time in manually drawing contours in all
phases. In this experiment, we first draw the contour of tu-
mor in all phases, which are considered as ground truth. Then,
we use diffeomorphic Demons, nD + t B-Splines, and our
method to map the contours in the maximum inhale phase to

 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

FIG. 12. The segmentation of tumor at maximum exhale phase.
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(a) Maximum inhale phase CT (b) By diffeomorphic Demons 

(d) By our method (c) By nD+t B-Splines method 

FIG. 13. The Laplacian map of resulting deformation fields by diffeomorphic Demons, nD + t B-Splines and our method.

all other phases, by following the temporal deformation fields
estimated by each method. Particularly, we set the phase im-
age in maximum inhale stage as the reference image for dif-
feomorphic Demons. The propagated contours of tumor in the
maximum exhale phase by diffeomorphic Demons, nD + t

B-Splines, and our method are shown in Figs. 12(b)–12(d),
respectively, which are further overlaid with the manually la-
beled tumor [solid curve in Fig. 12(a)]. Compared with the
ground-truth tumor, our method achieves the best labeling re-
sult against other two methods.

TABLE IV. The mean and standard deviation of registration errors (mm) on 300 landmark points between MI
and ME phases in evaluating each component of our motion estimation method. Bold is used for emphasis that
the residual errors by our method are significantly smaller than other counterparts.

300 landmark points between MI and ME

#

Our method
without groupwise

registration

Our method
without temporal

smoothing

Our method
without

super-resolution Our full method

1 0.86 ± 0.95 0.69 ± 0.78 0.85 ± 0.82 0.64 ± 0.61
2 0.90 ± 1.06 0.63±0.80 0.79 ± 0.65 0.56 ± 0.63
3 1.05 ± 1.65 0.72 ± 0.75 0.92 ± 0.54 0.70 ± 0.68
4 1.35 ± 1.71 1.01 ± 1.26 1.12 ± 0.82 0.91 ± 0.79
5 1.69 ± 1.23 1.26 ± 0.99 1.43 ± 0.96 1.10 ± 1.14
6 5.02 ± 2.06 3.93 ± 3.50 6.95 ± 4.06 3.28 ± 3.45
7 2.21 ± 2.07 1.75 ± 2.72 3.64 ± 2.15 1.68 ± 1.22
8 2.27 ± 2.13 2.07 ± 2.13 4.05 ± 2.64 1.70 ± 1.69
9 1.91 ± 1.57 2.11 ± 1.43 3.96 ± 1.85 1.72 ± 1.32
10 1.83 ± 1.92 1.93 ± 2.00 3.25 ± 2.68 1.48 ± 1.84
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TABLE V. The mean and standard deviation of registration errors (mm) on 75 landmark points from MI to ME
phases in evaluating each component of our motion estimation method. Bold is used for emphasis that the residual
errors by our method are significantly smaller than other counterparts.

75 landmark points across all six phases

#

Our method
without groupwise

registration

Our method
without temporal

smoothing

Our method
without

super-resolution Our full method

1 0.91 ± 0.64 0.66 ± 0.53 0.79 ± 0.46 0.51 ± 0.39
2 1.06 ± 1.11 0.61 ± 0.46 0.86 ± 0.52 0.47 ± 0.34
3 0.85 ± 0.56 0.77 ± 0.47 0.92 ± 0.53 0.55 ± 0.32
4 1.30 ± 1.13 0.89 ± 0.61 1.07 ± 0.75 0.69 ± 0.49
5 0.98 ± 0.85 0.98 ± 0.88 1.13 ± 0.86 0.82 ± 0.71
6 2.31 ± 1.90 2.00 ± 2.49 2.26 ± 1.96 1.72 ± 1.83
7 1.96 ± 2.03 1.46 ± 1.03 1.85 ± 0.88 0.97 ± 0.70
8 2.43 ± 2.11 1.95 ± 1.96 2.40 ± 1.95 1.70 ± 1.69
9 1.93 ± 1.19 1.58 ± 1.51 2.05 ± 1.15 1.15 ± 0.78
10 1.81 ± 1.18 1.33 ± 1.37 1.69 ± 1.52 1.06 ± 1.22

III.C.2. Evaluation on the deformation fields

We further evaluate the smoothness of the estimated defor-
mation fields between two extreme phases by diffeomorphic
Demons, nD + t B-Splines, and our method. Specifically, we
calculate the Laplacian value of displacement vector at each
point. Larger degree of Laplacian value indicates less smooth-
ness in the deformation field. The average Laplacian degrees
(excluding background points) are 1.04 by diffeomorphic
Demons, 0.49 by nD + t B-Splines method, and 0.26 by our
method. Figures 13(b)–13(d) show the Laplacian maps by dif-
feomorphic Demons, nD + t B-Splines, and our method, re-
spectively, where greater brightness indicates larger Laplacian
value. It can be observed that the resulted deformation field by
nD + t B-Splines and our method achieve similar smooth de-
formation fields, while the deformation field by diffeomorphic
Demons is less favored.

III.D. Discussion

As mentioned above, our method overcomes the limita-
tions of the conventional motion estimation methods in lung
4D-CT in three ways: (1) we use the concept of groupwise
registration to avoid the bias in selecting the reference image
during registration; (2) we perform temporal smoothing along
temporal fibers to achieve temporal consistency; and (3) we
construct the super-resolution group-mean image to improve
the accuracy of correspondence detection. In order to com-
prehensively evaluate the contribution of each component, we
compare our full method with respect to three degraded meth-
ods: (1) our method without using groupwise registration by
deforming all phase images to the reference image (i.e., max-
imum inhale phase image); (2) our method without tempo-
ral smoothing by skipping the temporal smoothing step; and
(3) our method without using super-resolution group-mean
image. Similar to Sec. III.B, we apply these three degraded
methods to the ten cases of 4D-CT in DIR-lab dataset. The
mean and standard deviation of registration errors on the 300

landmarks between MI and ME phases and the 75 landmarks
from MI to ME phases are provided in Tables IV and V, re-
spectively. It is obvious that the accuracy of motion estimation
decreases significantly after removing one component from
our full method.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel motion estimation method has been
presented to measure lung respiratory motion in 4D-CT. Our
method is implemented by repeating the two iterative steps,
i.e., (1) simultaneously aligning all phase images onto the
common space by spatiotemporal registration, and (2) re-
constructing the high-resolution group-mean image with im-
proved anatomical details by super-resolution technique. We
have comprehensively evaluated our proposed method on
both simulated dataset and real patient 4D-CT dataset, where
the 4D-CTs have large interslice thickness. Compared to other
state-of-the-art registration methods, our algorithm improves
not only the accuracy of motion estimation, but also the tem-
poral consistency of estimated lung motion.
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APPENDIX: SOLUTION TO WEIGHTING VECTOR

We assume all Dt ∈ D and R̃G(x) are arranged into vectors.
Given �K = {Dχ(q)|q = 1, . . . , K} with K elements, the opti-
mization of weighting vector w({�K}) in Eq. (14) consists of
three steps:56

(1) Calculate the K × K correlation matrix A, with Aij de-
fined as the inner production of Dx(i) and Dx(j). A−1 is
the inverse of matrix A.

(2) Compute the Lagrange multiplier λ = a/b, where
a = 1 − ∑

ij A−1
ij (R̃G(x) · Dx(j ) and b = ∑

ij A−1
ij .
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(3) The weight wk
x(j ) for reconstruction is computed as

wi = ∑
j A−1

ij (R̃G(x) · Dx(j ) + λ.
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